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中 文 摘 要 ： 近廿十年來，人們在過度金屬氧化物中觀察到最激動人心的
固態物理現象。例如，銅氧化物的高溫超導，鑭鍶錳氧化物
的龐磁阻效應，半金屬氧化物中的完全自旋极化電
子傳輸和錳等氧化物中的電符-軌道序相變現象。最近，多鐵
氧化物和它們的磁-電耦
合特性及應用也正在吸收人們的極大興趣。建立在量子力學
上的第一原理電子結構計
算和分子動力學模擬是探討金屬氧化物新穎性質、尋找和設
計具新功能金屬氧化物材
料不可或缺的工具。在本三年計劃期間，主持人及他的計算
固態物理組擬發展並利用
相關的量子理論計算方法，努力研究金屬氧化物之新奇物性
及其應用，並和台灣的實
驗科學家合作和支援，力爭在金屬氧化物材料的一些重點課
題上有所突破。
本計畫的部分研究項目如下：
1. 螺旋磁性氧化物(e.g., ReMnO3, MnWO4) 之鐵電和磁-電
耦合性質。
2. 多鐵材料(e.g., BiFeO3, PbVO3, Bi2FeCrO6)之線性和非
線性磁-光特性。
3. 氧化物半導體(e.g., V2O5, SrTiO3)之空穴誘發的鐵磁特
性。
4. 鐵磁絕緣體(e.g.,Ca3Co2O6)中反常霍爾效應，軌道磁矩
及狄拉克磁單荷。
中文關鍵詞： 金屬氧化物, 多鐵材料, 磁性, 鐵電性, 磁性半導體, 電子
結構﹐第一原理 計算。
英 文 摘 要 ： In past two decades, most exciting solid state
phenomena observed occur in transition metal oxides.
The best known examples are high temperature
superconductivity in cuprates, colossal
magnetoresistance in manganites, full spin-polarized
electronic transport in half-metallic oxides and
charge-orbital ordering in Mn and other oxides.
Recently, multiferroic and magneto-electric materials
and their potential applications have been attracting
enormous interest worldwide. Quantum mechanics-based
ab initio electronic structure calculations and
molecular dynamics simulations are an indispensable
and powerful method in investigating the unique

properties of the metal oxides and also in searching
and designing new functional oxide materials. In this
three-year proposal, the PI and his computational
solid state physics group will develop the needed
quantum mechanical computational methods and use them
to investigate the novel physical properties of metal
oxides and their potential applications. We will also
work closely with our experimental colleagues in
Taiwan to tackle a few most promising issues in metal
oxides and to strive to make some breakthroughs.
Several proposed research projects are listed
below.
1. Ferroelectricity and magnetoelectric effect in
spiral magnetic oxides (e.g., e.g., ReMnO3, MnWO4).
2. Linear and nonlinear magneto-optical properties of
multiferroic materials (e.g., BiFeO3, PbVO3,
Bi2FeCrO6).
3. Vacancy-induced ferromagnetism in oxide
semiconductors (e.g., V2O5, SrTiO3).
4. Anomalous Hall effect, orbital magnetization and
Dirac monopole in ferromagnetic insulators
(e.g.,Ca3Co2O6).
英文關鍵詞：

metal oxide, multiferroics, magnetism,
ferroelectrics, magnetic semiconductor, electronic
structure, ab initio calculation
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請就研究內容與原計畫相符程度、達成預期目標情況、研究成果之學術或應用價
值（簡要敘述成果所代表之意義、價值、影響或進一步發展之可能性）
、是否適
合在學術期刊發表或申請專利、主要發現或其他有關價值等，作一綜合評估。
1. 請就研究內容與原計畫相符程度、達成預期目標情況作一綜合評估
■ 達成目標
□ 未達成目標（請說明，以 100 字為限）
□ 實驗失敗
□ 因故實驗中斷
□ 其他原因
說明：

2. 研究成果在學術期刊發表或申請專利等情形：
論文：■已發表 □未發表之文稿 □撰寫中 □無
專利：□已獲得 □申請中 □無
技轉：□已技轉 □洽談中 □無
其他：（以 100 字為限）

3. 請依學術成就、技術創新、社會影響等方面，評估研究成果之學術或應用價
值（簡要敘述成果所代表之意義、價值、影響或進一步發展之可能性）（以
500 字為限）
In the past three years or so, we have explored the GW and BSE calculations for the excitonic
effect and optical spectra of semiconductors and their nanowires, applied TDDFT to investigate
thymine dimerization in DNA by the UV light, and continued applying ab initio DFT method to
study novel properties of oxides and other solids as well. Indeed, our fascinating and important
results have been published in 36 papers in international journals [e.g., most prestigious physics
journal Phys. Rev. Lett. (3), J. Amer. Chem. Soc. (1), Phys. Rev. B (15), Appl. Phys. Lett. (1)] (see
the enclosed publication list below) since Aug. 1, 2008. We have also interacted and collaborated
actively with many experimental and theoretical groups at home and abroad.
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The Final Report on the National Science Council Research Grant
(NSC-97-2112-M-002-022-MY3)
Guang-Yu Guo (郭光宇), Graduate Institute of Applied Physics, National Chengchi
University
The purposes of this proposal are to develop the needed quantum mechanical computational methods and to
use them to investigate the novel physical properties of metal oxides and their potential applications as well as
to work closely with our experimental colleagues in Taiwan to tackle a few most promising issues in metal
oxides and to strive to make some breakthroughs.
Therefore, in the past three years or so, we have explored the GW and BSE calculations for the excitonic
effect and optical spectra of semiconductors and their nanowires, applied TDDFT to investigate thymine
dimerization in DNA by the UV light, and continued applying ab initio DFT method to study novel properties
of oxides and other solids as well. Indeed, our fascinating and important results have been published in 36
papers in international journals [e.g., most prestigious physics journal Phys. Rev. Lett. (3), J. Amer. Chem.
Soc. (1), Phys. Rev. B (15), Appl. Phys. Lett. (1)] (see the enclosed publication list below) since Aug. 1, 2008.
We have also interacted and collaborated actively with many experimental and theoretical groups at home and
abroad.
Some research highlights are described in more details below.
I. Research highlights

1. 應用第一原理理論計算研究本質及矽摻雜二氧化鉿之介電性質與相穩定性：
在過去幾年來, 隨著互補式金氧半元件(CMOS)的尺寸不斷的縮小,傳統的閘極介電材料(SiO2)的厚度越
來越薄。然而不幸的是當厚度越來越薄的時候,減少閘極漏電流就變得越來越困難了。所以找尋新的材
料來取代傳統的閘極介電材料(SiO2)就變的很重要了。由於二氧化鉿(HfO2)是高介電係數材料,所以它被
認為是取代傳統的閘極介電材料的最佳選擇之一。在這項工作中,我們研究了本質及矽摻雜二氧化鉿
(HfO2)之介電性質與相穩定性。
首先,我們計算二氧化鉿(HfO2)的立方晶(cubic)、正方晶(tetragonal)以及單斜晶(monoclinic)的結構係
數。第二,利用第一原理有限電場的方法計算立方晶(cubic)、正方晶(tetragonal)以及單斜晶(monoclinic)
的波恩有效電荷和介電張量。我們發現介電常數會隨著不同的結構而劇烈變動。然而在常溫常壓下單
斜晶是最穩定的結構但是它的介電常數卻是最低的。因此,調查三個不同相間的相對穩定性是必須的。
我們發現如果二氧化鉿(HfO2)摻雜適當濃度的矽原子可以使正方晶變成最穩定的相而且使介電常數升
高。
2. 多軌道近藤(Kondo)效應:
令人稱奇的是，實驗學者在金/鐵鉑合金樣品上亦觀察到龐大的自旋霍爾效應，比鉑還大兩個數量級
[Nature Mat. 7 (2008) 125]。顯然，這龐大的自旋霍爾效應不可能是金內在的自旋霍爾效應造成的。
郭光宇等人於是研究金中金空穴、鉑和鐵等雜質的電子態，郭光宇的 LDA+U 計算顯示鐵雜質具有磁
矩且其態密度出現大的自旋劈裂，自旋向下的態密度有一尖峰落在費米能級。因此，郭光宇等人提
出在鐵雜質在金系统里，可能發生了有趣的多 d-軌道關聯近藤效應，eg-軌道處在近藤极限而 t2g-軌道
處於混价態區域，因而造成共振扭轉(skew)散射，產生龐大的自旋霍爾效應[PRL102 (2009) 036401]。
這個假設不但能解釋金中龐大的自旋霍爾效應，而且為這個被研究數拾年的古典近藤系统引進新的
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亮光。審稿人稱贊：這篇論文是數拾年來對 Kondo 問題的重要貢献。
「物理評論通訊」主編還特邀請
美國 Rutgers 大學近藤效應專家 P. Coleman 教授對這篇論文做專題評論 [Physics 2, 6 (2009)]。
3.量子漲落與自旋-軌道耦合重整 (2010) : 近數個月來，郭光宇又和日本東北大學的 Maekawa 教授團
隊合作，利用第一原理計算建立了鐵雜質在金系统里定量的多軌道安德森(Anderson)模型，然后應用
量子蒙特卡羅(Monte Carlo)模擬研究這個安德森模型的多軌道近藤效應。量子蒙特卡羅模擬証實鐵雜
質的 eg-軌道呈現傳统的低温(~1K)近藤效應，而 t2g-軌道則顯示高於室温的近藤效應[PRL105 (2010)
086401]。更有趣的是，量子蒙特卡羅模擬結果顯示：d-電子的關聯性(U)和強烈的量子漲落重整
(renormalization)增強了自旋-軌道的關聯(lzσz)，從而產生了龐大的自旋霍爾效應。計算還顯示鐵雜
質在金系统里的自旋霍爾角高達 0.06。另外，量子蒙特卡羅模擬顯示外加磁場雖然產生自旋磁化但
大大削減了量子漲落和自旋-軌道的關聯(lzσz)，這就解釋了之前的 X 光磁雙向色性實驗為什麼沒有
量測到大軌道磁矩，因為 X 光磁雙向色性實驗需要加磁場讓樣品磁化。
4. Ferroelectricity and magnetoelectric coupling in the ultrathin films of BiFeO3:
In collaboratation with Professors Sheng Ju and Tian-Ti Cai of Soochow University, we carried out a
first-principles study of ferroelectricity and magnetoelectric coupling in the ultrathin films of BiFeO3. The
existence of ferroelectricity (FE) in oxide ultrathin films is a matter of debate. The size limit can be
understood as the depolarization field, which arises from accumulated charges at surface, if not screening, can
be strong suppress the formation of single-domain FE. As the thickness of films is reduced, the intensity of
depolarization field gets stronger, thus increasing the electrostatic energy of system. Such a picture was later
proved by first-principles calculations on SrRuO3/BaTiO3/SrRuO3 systems with the critical thickness of six
unit cells. More recently this picture has been broadened. The appearance of domain-wall structure, formation
of ferrielectric pattern, and enhancement of ferroelectricity via electrode polarizability and bonding have been
found in BaTiO3, PbTiO3, and KnbO3 ultrathin films. Multiferroics (MFs) form a class of materials that can
simultaneously possess ferreoelectric and magnetic orderings. They can therefore exhibit a magnetoelectric
(ME) coupling that allows electric (or dielectric) properties to be tuned by a magnetic field or conversely,
magnetic properties to be varied by an electric field. MFs show some interesting and novel properties at
nanoscale, and in particular the existence of ferroelectricity at 2 nm BiFeO3 thin films brings insight into the
fundamental problem of ferroelectricity at low thickness. Since conventional MFs possess high Curie
temperature and Neel temperature, it is also of great technology importance to know if there exist critical a
thickness for the FE; what is the local profile of cation-oxygen displacement; and on the nature of ME
coupling therein? In our study, by performing first-principles calculations, we have obtained some initial
interesting results on the thickness dependence of local ferroelectric polarization in BiFeO3 ultrathin films. In
particular, the magnetic-ordering dependence of ferroelectric distortion needs further study.
5. Structural, electronic and magnetic properties of V2O5-x:
Pure V2O5 is a diamagnetic layered semiconductor with many applications such as catalysis. In this work,
we study oxygen vacancy-induced changes in the atomic and electronic structures as well as magnetic
properties of V2O5-x within density functional theory with generalized gradient approximation (GGA). Both
the supercell approach and virtual crystal approximation are used to simulate the oxygen-deficient V2O5-x with
vacancy concentration x up to 0.5. The 1×2×2 supercell calculations with one O vacancy predict that the
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formation energy of the apical (O1), bridge (O2), and chain (O3) oxygen vacancies is, respectively, 2.48, 4.17,
and 4.44 eV/vacancy, and hence that the O vacancies in V2O5-x would be predominantly of the O1 type. The
local structural distortions of the V atoms next to the O vacancies are found to be large for high vacancy
density x (x > 0.25), and for x ~0.5, even the crystal lattice changes from the orthorhombic to monoclinic
symmetry. In all the cases considered, an O vacancy-induced stable or metastable ferromagnetic state with
spin magnetic moment of ~2.0 μB/vacancy is found. For x below ~0.13 and 0.19 < x < ~0.45, the
ferromagnetic state would be the ground state while for 0.45 ≦ x ≦0.5, the antiferromagnetic state with the
V spins on neighboring rungs (AF-2) being antiparallel, is the ground state. Importantly, this suggests that
undoped V2O5-x V2O5-x V2O5-x with x ≦ 0.13 and 0.19 < x < ~0.45 would be a diluted ferromagnetic
semiconductor. The AF-2, however, disappears for x ≦ 0.25, while the antiferromagnetic state with the V
spins on neigboring ladders being antiparallel (AF-1) occurs for the entire range of x studied. Nevertheless,
the AF-1 is energetically more favorable than the ferromagnetic state only in 0.13 < x < ~0.19. For low O
vacancy concentrations (x < 0.25), the electronic structure of V2O5-x is very similar to that of the perfect bulk
V2O5-x, except that 2x electrons now occupy the low V dxy dominant conduction bands which are exchange
split. Majority of the magnetization is located on the dxy-orbitals of the V atoms near the O vacancy site. For
larger x values, however, the electronic structure may change significantly, and in particular, the V d-orbital
character of the low conduction bands can be altered completely. Analysis of the calculated electronic
structure reveals that the oxygen vacancy-induced magnetization in V2O5-x results primarily from the Stoner
mechanism.
6.

Orbital polarization of the unoccupied states in multiferroic LiCu2O2:

Using measurements of polarization-dependent soft-x-ray absorption and band-structure calculations
including the on-site Coulomb interaction, we investigated the symmetry of the intrinsic 3d holes in the
low-dimensional quantum magnet LiCu2O2 with edge-sharing spin chains. The Cu L-edge and O K-edge
measurements with in-plane and out-of-plane E vectors of x ray reveal the orbital character of the valence
states of Cu on different sites. The unoccupied 3d states of nominal Cu2+ exhibit predominantly xy symmetry,
whereas 3d holes of 3z2−r2 symmetry reside on the nominal Cu+ sites. Both the experimental observations and
theoretical calculations agree on the hybridization of the O 2p and Cu 3d states above the Fermi level. The
existence of 3d holes on Cu+ enhances the interlayer magnetic coupling.
7. Theory of tunneling magnetoresistance and tunneling electroresistance in
Co/BiFeO3/La2/3Sr1/3MnO3 junctions:
We develop a theory of tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) and tunnel electroresistance (TER) in
multiferroic Co/BiFeO3/La2/3Sr1/3MnO3 junctions. Both the half-metallic band structure of the
La2/3Sr1/3MnO3 electrode and the multiferroicity in the BiFeO3 barrier are considered explicitly in our
model. Using transfer matrix method, we have derived an analytic formula for TMR in these structures.
The calculations indicate that TMR is larger when the electric polarization in BiFeO3 points to
half-metallic La2/3Sr1/3MnO3 and that the thicker the barrier is, the larger is the TMR, while for the
negative electric polarization, the thicker the barrier is, the smaller is the TMR. In the mean time, the
weak ferromagnetism, arising from spin-orbit coupling in BiFeO3, is found to give a further variation
of TMR and TER in these structures. These results agree with recent experimental observation well.
5

8. Tunneling conductance of graphene ferromagnet-insulator-superconductor junctions:：
We study the transport properties of a graphene ferromagnet-insulator-superconductor (FIS) junction within
the Blonder-Tinkham-Klapwijk formalism by solving spin-polarized Dirac-Bogoliubov-de-Gennes equation
[9]. In particular, we calculate the spin polarization of tunneling current at the I-S interface and investigate
how the exchange splitting of the Dirac fermion bands influences the characteristic conductance oscillation of
the graphene junctions. We find that the retro- and specular Andreev reflections in the graphene FIS junction
are drastically modified in the presence of exchange interaction and that the spin polarization (P-T) of
tunneling current can be tuned from the positive to negative value by bias voltage (V). In the thin-barrier limit,
the conductance G of a graphene FIS junction oscillates as a function of barrier strength chi. Both the
amplitude and phase of the conductance oscillation varies with the exchange energy E-ex. For E-ex < E-F
(Fermi energy), the amplitude of oscillation decreases with E-ex. For E-ex(c) > E-ex > E-F, the amplitude of
oscillation increases with E-ex, where E-ex(c) = 2E(F) + U-0 (U-0 is the applied electrostatic potential on the
superconducting segment of the junction). For E-ex > E-ex(c), the amplitude of oscillation decreases with
E-ex again. Interestingly, a universal phase difference of pi/2 in chi exists between the G-chi curves for E-ex
> E-F and E-ex < E-F. Finally, we find that the transitions between retro- and specular Andreev reflections
occur at eV=|E-F-E-ex| and eV=E-ex+E-F, and hence the singular behavior of the conductance near these bias
voltages results from the difference in transport properties between specular and retro-Andreev reflections.

9. Magnetic moment and magnetic anisotropy of linear and zigzag 4d and 5d transition metal nanowires:
We have carried out an extensive ab initio study of the physical properties of both linear and zigzag atomic
chains of all 4d and 5d transition metals (TMs) within the generalized gradient approximation by using the
accurate projector-augmented wave method [11]. The atomic structures of equilibrium and metastable states
were theoretically determined. All the TM linear chains are found to be unstable against the corresponding
zigzag structures. All the TM chains, except Nb, Ag, and La, have a stable (or metastable) magnetic state in
either the linear or zigzag or both structures. Magnetic states appear also in the sufficiently stretched Nb and
La linear chains and in the largely compressed Y and La chains. The spin magnetic moments in the Mo, Tc,
Ru, Rh, W, Re chains could be large (>= 1.0 mu(B)/atom). Structural transformation from the linear to zigzag
chains could suppress the magnetism already in the linear chain, induce the magnetism in the zigzag structure,
and also cause a change in the magnetic state (ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic or vice verse). The
calculations including the spin-orbit coupling reveal that the orbital moments in the Zr, Tc, Ru, Rh, Pd, Hf, Ta,
W, Re, Os, Ir, and Pt chains could be rather large (>= 0.1 mu(B)/atom). Importantly, large magnetic
anisotropy energy (>= 1.0 meV/atom) is found in most of the magnetic TM chains, suggesting that these
nanowires could have fascinating applications in ultrahigh-density magnetic memories and hard disks. In
particular, giant magnetic anisotropy energy (>= 10.0 meV/atom) could appear in the Ru, Re, Rh, and Ir
chains. Furthermore, the magnetic anisotropy energy in several elongated linear chains could be as large as
40.0 meV/atom. A spin-reorientation transition occurs in the Ru, Ir, Ta, Zr, La, Ta, and Ir linear chains when
they are elongated. Remarkably, all the 5d as well as Tc and Pd chains show the colossal magnetic anisotropy
(i.e., it is impossible to rotate magnetization into certain directions). Finally, the electronic band structure and
density of states of the nanowires have also been calculated in order to understand the electronic origin of the
large magnetic anisotropy and orbital magnetic moment as well as to estimate the conduction electron spin
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polarization.
10. Versatile Phosphate Phosphors ABPO(4) in White Light-Emitting Diodes: Collocated Characteristic
Analysis and Theoretical Calculations [10]:
The orthophosphate host family, A(I)B(II)PO(4) (A(I) = monovalent cation, B-II = divalent cation), has
recently been made available as phosphors that combine with near-UV lighting chips for use in solid-state
white light-emitting diodes (LEDs). This study elucidates the crystalline structure and lattice parameters of
the products via a solid-state reaction, using powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) and GSAS refinement. The
versatility of the phosphor host A(I)B(II)O(4) is established by examining isovalent substitutions of four
cations in the structure-Li or K for A(I), Sr or Ba for B-II-and three doped activators, RE = Eu2+, Tb3+, and
Sm3+. The luminescence properties, decay time, and Commission Internationale de I'Eclairage (CIE)
chromaticity index are determined for various concentrations of these activators and metal constituents of the
host. The thermal stabilities of all of these compounds are determined for the first time from the crystal
structure and the coordination environment of the rare-earth metal. The morphology, composition, and
particle size were measured in detail. Finally, density functional calculations were performed using the
generalized gradient approximation plus an on-site Coulombic interaction correction (GGA+U) scheme to
investigate the electronic structures of the KSrPO4 system. A concise model was proposed to explain the
luminescence mechanism.
11. Half-metallic antiferromagnets La2VTcO6 and La2VCuO6 from ab initio calculations predicted:
Electronic structure calculations based on density-functional theory with the generalized gradient
approximation for 406 double perovskites (La2BBO6)-O-' have been performed using the accurate
full-potential linearized augmented plane wave method. La2VTcO6 and La2VCuO6 are found to be
candidates of half-metallic (HM) antiferromagnets (AFM) among the 406 ordered double perovskites
(La2BBO6)-O-' with all the possible B and B-' pairs from all the 3d, 4d, and 5d transition metals have been
considered. Furthermore, the HM-AFM state in La2VTcO6 and La2VCuO6 survive the full lattice constant
and atomic position optimizations which were carried out using the frozen-core full-potential
projector-augmented wave method. In addition, the GGA+U electronic structure calculations have also been
performed and the HM-AFM state still remains. Their AFM state is attributed to both the superexchange and
generalized double exchange mechanisms via the B(t(2g))-O(2p(pi))-B-'(t(2g)) coupling, and the latter could
also be the origin of their HM.

II.

Publication list:
Thirty-six (36) high quality papers have been published in international SCI journals since Aug. 1, 2008,
including three papers in the prestigious physics journal Physical Review Letters [5, 22, 24] and one
paper [18] in the prestigious chemistry journal Journal of American Chemical Society. The fundings and
support from the NSC were gratefully acknowledged in these papers.
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参加 Ninth International Workshop on Surface, Interface and Thin Film Physics, 上海復旦
大學, June 15-20, 2010 並順道去北京訪問中國科學院物理研究所 (June 20-26, 2010), 之
報告

政治大學應用物理研究所 郭光宇 (2010/06/28)
I left Taoyuan International Airport for Shanghai via direct cross-strait flights (Eva Air) at 10:10 of
June 15. It would take only a little more than 1.5 hours and is very convenient. There were no direct
flights before last summer, and I usually went to the cities in the Mainland of China via Hong Kong
which would need a whole day. After arriving in the Pudong Airport, I took the Airport Shuttle bus to
the Shanghai Fudan Crowne Plaza Hotel where all non-local participants stayed during the Workshop.
The Workshop was held in the biggest and grand building Guang-Hua Building on Fudan campus. It
was very stimulating and exciting workshop. Experts in the field from many countries in the world
come to participate this Workshop, including USA, Germany, Japan, and Taiwan. The topics covered
almost all aspects of spintronics and nanomagnetic materials. (see the program attached below). In
1

particular, Prof. Albert Fert from France (2007 Physics Nobel Laureate) also participated this
workshop and give the first talk. My talk was on “anomalous magnetic properties of all transition
metal atomic chains” (see the abstract enclosed below). My talk was scheduled on the third day
morning (June 18) of the Workshop and was well received by the audience. The program of the
Workshop was rather relaxed in order to allow time for many intensive discussions. It was a timely
and helpful workshop. I enjoyed it every minute. Apart from the extremely interesting program, the
workshop also gave a valuable opportunity for me to meet many prominent scientists (some of them
are my collaborators) such as Profs. Sadamichi Maekawa (Tohoku U.), Chia-Lin Chien (John
Hopkins U.), Naoto Nagaosa (Tokyo U.), Ingrid Mertig (Dresen, Germany), Qian Niu (UT Austin),
Zi-qian Qiu (UC Berkeley), Ruqian Wu (UC Irvine), Kai Liu (UC Davis), Xiaofeng Jin (Fudan U.,
the organizer), and others.
I left Shanghai Pudong Airport in the morning (11:05) of June 20 and arrived at 13:25 in the
afternoon. During my stay in Beijing, I stayed in Beijing Royal King Hotel reserved by my host Prof.
Yugui Yao. It is very close to the Institute of Physics as well as other institutes such as Institute of
Theoretical Physics, Kavli Institute of Theoretical Physics China (KITPC), Chinese Academy of
Sciences. Indeed, I gave a talk titled “Spin Hall effect in metals: Insight from ab initio calculations
and quantum monte carlo simulations” in the KITPC program “Progress in spintronics and grapheme
research”. My talk was chaired by Prof. Xingcheng Xia and attended by many local and foreign
physicists such as e.g., Gerrit Bauer (Holland), Roland Winkler (USA). During my stay in Beijing, I
have had indepth discussions with several theorists in the Institute of Physics on quite a few “hot”
research topics. In particular, I discussed extensively with Prof. Yugui Yao on ab initio calculation of
anomalous Hall effect, Seebeck coefficient, Z2 topological invariant that characterize topological
insulators from ordinary insulators. I also talked to Prof. Zhong Fang on newly discovered Fe-based
superconductors, and on Gutzwiller approach to many-body problems in solids, and to Prof. Junren
Shi on proper definition of conserved spin current and how to calculate it. After these extensive
exchanges and discussions, we agree to set up some collaborative projects. I came back on June 26,
again via Eva Air, flying directly from Beijing to Taoyuan.
My research certainly benefits quite a lot from this trip to Shanghai and Beijing. I therefore want to
thank the National Science Council for the financial support for this trip.

Nineth International Workshop on Surface, Interface and Thin Film Physics 研討會邀請演講論文摘
要 (June 18, 2010, Shanghai):

Anomalous Magnetic Properties of Transition Metal Chains from First-principles
Calculations
J. C. Tung(a) and G. Y. Guo(a,b)
(a)

Department of Physics, National Taiwan University, Taipei 106, Taiwan

(b)

Graduate Institute of Applied Physics, National Chengchi University, Taipei 116, Taiwan
e-mail: gyguo@phys.ntu.edu.tw
2

In recent years, nanostructured magnetic materials have received much attention, due to their novel physical
properties and fascinating potential applications. We have therefore performed an extensive ab initio study of
the electronic and magnetic properties of both linear and zigzag freestanding atomic chains of all transition
metals (TM) [1-2]. We find that all the TM chains, except Nb, Ag and La, have a stable or metastable
magnetic state in either the linear or zigzag or both structures. The electronic spin polarization at the Fermi
level in the ferromagnetic Sc, V, Mn, Fe, Co and Ni linear chains is close to 90 % or above, suggesting that
these nanostructure may have applications in spin-transport devices. The V, Cr, Mn and Fe linear chains show
a giant magneto-lattice expansion of up to 54 %. Interestingly, we find a number of anomalous spin-orbit
coupling-induced properties. In particular, the calculated electronic magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy
(MAE) in many linear chains including Ni, Ru, Re, Rh and Ir, is gigantic (>10.0 meV/atom), suggesting that
these nanowires could have fascinating applications in ultrahigh density magnetic memories and hard disks.
Note that the MAE of bulk Fe and Ni is ~4 μeV/atom. Furthermore, all the 5d as well as Tc and Pd chains
show the so-called colossal magnetic anisotropy (i.e., it is impossible to rotate magnetization into certain
directions). A spin-reorientation transition occurs in the Fe, Co, Ru, Ir, Ta, Zr, La, Zr, Ru, La, Ta and Ir linear
chains when the chains are compressed or elongated. Furthermore, in the certain chains, spin-reorientation
transition is accompanied by a metal-insulator transition, and in other chains, spin-spiral states are the ground
state. Finally, large orbital magnetic moment is found in the FM Fe, Co, Ni, and Ir linear chains. In order to
investigate how the substrates would affect the magnetic properties of the nanowires, we have also performed
ab initio calculations for the Fe, Co and Ni atomic chains on Cu(001) [3] and Au(001) surfaces.
[1] J. C. Tung and G. Y. Guo, Phys. Rev. B 76, 094413 (2007).
[2] J. C. Tung and G. Y. Guo, Phys. Rev. B 81, 094422 (2010).
[3] J. C. Tung and G. Y. Guo, Comp. Phys. Comm. (Submitted 2010).
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三、建議
四、其他
参加 International Symposium on Multiscale Materials Modelling 並順道訪問南京大學物
理系董錦明等教授和復旦大學物理系金曉峰等教授 (June 29 –July 7, 2011) 之報告

政治大學應用物理研究所 郭光宇 (2011/08/24)
Visit to Nanjing University: I left 桃園機場 for Nanjing via 立榮 direct cross-strait flight
on June 29. It would take only about 2.0 hours and is very convenient. There were no direct flights
until two years ago, and I usually went to any cities in the Mainland of China via Hong Kong which
would need a whole day. After arriving in the Nanjing Airport, I was sent by a shuttle bus to a Hotel
near Nanjing University. I was then greeted by two young Professors: Xiangang Wan and Jian Zhou
from the Physics Department. On the next day (6/30), I had intensive discussions with both Prof. Wan
and Prof. Zhou, respectively, on the developments of the ab initio many-body dynamic mean-field
theory for strongly correlated oxides, and on optical property calculations using the WIEN2k and
VASP packages. During the lunch break, I took the opportunity to say “hello” to Prof. Ding-Yu Xing
and other “old friends” in the Physics Department. On the Friday, July 1, I gave a talk in the Physics
Department titled “Physics and Applications of Spin Hall Effect” (see also the enclosed abstract
below). This has been a hot topic in recent years and thus a lot of people attended my seminar. Also
before and after my seminar, I had extensive discussions with Profs. Jimming Dong and Jian Zhou on
possible collaborations. In particular, we agreed to join our forces to work together on ab initio
studies on the anomalous Hall effect and also magneto-optical properties of new materials.
ISMMM2011 in Shanghai: I left Nanjing for Shanghai on Sunday, July 3. I took new Chinese
High Speed Trains from Nanjing to Shanghai. It was rather quick. I took a taxi to a hotel near
Shanghai Institute of Ceramics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, where the Symposium was held. It
was very stimulating symposium. Experts in the field from many countries in world come to
participate this Workshop, including USA, Austria, Japan as well as many places in the Mainland
China. The topics covered include fundamental theories, computational methods and algorithms as
well as applications to many presently interesting subjects (see the program attached below). My talk
was scheduled on the first day morning (the second talk in fact) (July 4) of the Symposium. My talk
was on another currently hot topic of nano-materials titled “Ab Initio Computational Studies of the
Optical Properties and Excitonic Effects in SiC Nanotubes” (see the abstract enclosed below) and was
well received by the audience. The program of the Symposium was rather relaxed in order to allow
time for many intensive discussions. It was a timely and helpful Symposium. I enjoyed it every
minute. In particular, it was pleasing to talk many overseas old friends and collaborators, e.g., Profs.
Ding-Sheng Wang, Xingao Gong, Wenqing Zhang (China), Wai-Yim Ching (Missouri), David Singh
(Oak Ridge), Peihong Zhang (New York). It was equally useful to meet and make new friends, e.g.,
Profs. Martijn Marsman (Vienna), Anton van der Ven (Michigan), Boawen Li (Singapore), and
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Chuang-Tian Chen (Chinese Academy of Sciences).
The Symposium finished in the later afternoon of July 5. This was then followed by the 2 day
Tutorial Workshop on Ab Initio Simulations Methods, focusing on Vianna Ab-Initio Simulation
Package (VASP). I attended the morning sessions of the Workshop on July 6. However, I went to
Fudan University to see several old friends, e.g., Profs. Xiaofeng Jin and Lei Zhou. My discussion on
anomalous Hall effect in metals (Fe, Ni) with Prof. Jin was especially helpful. After the discussion, I
was able to finish our manuscript in the intrinsic anomalous Hall effect in Ni and this manuscript was
submitted to the Physical Review B soon afterwards (see arXiv:1107.3242). I left Shanghai for
Suzhou on July 7. I returned to Taiwan on July 17 via 上海虹橋機場 by Eva Airline. I arrived at 松
山機場 in the late evening of July 17.
My research certainly benefits quite a lot from this trip to Nanjing, Shanghai and Suzhou. I therefore
want to thank the National Science Council for the financial support for this trip.

2011/7/1 在南京大學物理系學術演講論文摘要:

Physics and Applications of Spin Hall Effect
Guang-Yu Guo (郭光宇)1,2
1

Graduate Institute of Applied Physics, National Chengchi University, Taipei 116, Taiwan
2

Department of Physics, National Taiwan University, Taipei 106, Taiwan

Spin Hall effect refers to the generation of transverse spin current in a solid by an electric field or current. Spin current
generation is an important issue in the emerging spintronics technology. Therefore, spin Hall effect has recently
become an issue of intensive interests both theoretically and experimentally since the theoretical proposals of the
intrinsic spin Hall effect [1-2]. In this talk, I will first give an introduction to spin Hall effect and its potential
applications. I will then describe ab initio calculation approaches to the various issues in the field of spin Hall effect,
in particular, Berry phase theory and ab initio relativistic band structure method for studying intrinsic spin Hall effect
[3]. This will be followed by a review on our recent ab initio relativistic band theoretical studies on the intrinsic spin
Hall effect in platinum, aluminum [4], palladium, gold [5] and Mo. In particular, our ab initio calculations revealed
that the resonant contribution from the spin-orbit splitting of the doubly degenerated d bands at high-symmetry points
near the Fermi level gives rise to a large intrinsic spin Hall conductivity in Pt and Pd. These predictions are confirmed
by latest experimental measurements [6].
More recently, our ab initio electronic structure calculations for various transition metal impurities in gold
indicated possible orbital-dependent Kondo effect in Fe impurity in Au [7]. Thus, the gigantic spin Hall effect
observed recently in FePt/Au system [8] was attributed to extrinsic resonant skew scattering mechanism due to
multi-orbital Kondo effect [7,9]. Our estimated spin Hall angle is about 0.1, in agreement with the measured value [8].
This explains why the gigantic spin Hall effect in Au with Fe impurities was observed in recent experiments, while it is
not visible in the anomalous Hall effect. Indeed, recent quantum Monte Carlo simulations for the realistic three-orbital
Anderson impurity model demonstrated two Kondo temperatures in Fe in Au: one very low Kondo temperature for Fe
deg-states (a few Ks) and the other high Kondo temperature for Fe t2g-states (above room temperature) [10].
Furthermore, latest experiments on Au films with well controlled Fe impurity concentrations confirmed that the spin
5

Hall angle is about 0.07 and importantly, is independent of Fe impurity concentration [11], thereby showing the
extrinsic nature of the spin Hall effect observed in FePt/Au systems.
The speaker thanks Qian Niu, Naoto Nagaosa, Bo Gu, Sadamichi Maekawa, Tsung-Wei Chen, Shuichi Murakami
for stimulating discussions and collaborations. He also thanks the National Science Council of Taiwan for financial
supports.
[1] S. Murakami, N. Nagaosa, and S.-C. Zhang, Science 301, 1348 (2003).
[2] J. Sinova et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 92, 126603 (2004).
[3] G. Y. Guo, Y. Yao and Q. Niu, Phys. Rev. Lett. 94, 226601 (2005).
[4] G. Y. Guo, S. Murakami, T. W. Chen, and N. Nagaosa, Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 096401 (2008).
[5] G. Y. Guo, J. Appl. Phys. 105, 07C701 (2009).
[6] O. Mosendz, et al., Phys. Rev. B 82, 214403 (2010).
[7] G. Y. Guo, S. Maekawa, and N. Nagaosa, Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 036401 (2009).
[8] T. Seki et al., Nature Mater. 7, 125 (2008).
[9] P. Coleman, Physics 2, 6 (2009).
[10] B. Gu, J.-Y. Gan, N. Bulut, T. Ziman, G. Y. Guo, N. Nagaosa and S. Maekawa,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 086401 (2010).
[11] I. Sugai, S. Mitani, and K. Takanashi, IEEE Trans. Magn. 46, 2559 (2010).

参加 International Symposium on Multiscale Materials Modelling 並順道訪問蘇州大學物
理系睢勝等教授 (July 7 –17, 2011) 之報告

政治大學應用物理研究所 郭光宇 (2011/08/24)
After the 2011 International Symposium on Multiscale Materials Modelling in Shanghai, I went to Suzhou
on July 7 to visit Profs. Sheng Ju and Tian-Yi Cai in the Physics Department, Soochow University. Drs. Ju
and Cai are my long term collaborators. We have had fruitful collaborations in the past years and indeed we
have recently published more than 10 papers together. The main purpose of this trip to Soochow University
is to discuss with Drs. Ju and Cai about our on-going collaborative projects on multiferroic oxides as well as
spintronics materials.

After arriving in the Suzhou station, I took a taxi to a pre-booked Hotel near Soochow
University. I was then greeted by Dr. Ju soon after I settled down in the hotel. On the next day (7/8), I
went to the Physics Department to discuss with Drs. Ju and Cai on many topics of common interests
and also on what I should do during my stay. On Monday, July 11, I had extensive discussions with
Drs. Ju and Cai on ab initio studies of multiferroic oxides in general, and also on the magnetism and
ferroelectricity in BiFeO3 and YNiO3 in particular. We discussed the outline of our next joint paper
on YNiO3. On Tuesday, July 12, I gave a colloquium talk in the Physics Department titled “Physics
and Applications of Spin Hall Effect” (see also the enclosed abstract below). This has been a hot topic
in recent years and thus many people attended my seminar, even though it was already in summer
vocation.
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On Wednsday, July 13, I attended a group meeting of Profs. Ju and Cai. In the meeting, several
group members gave oral presentations on various subjects they were working on. During the
meeting, there were stimulating discussions. I enjoyed the group meeting very much. Both sides
benefited from the meeting.
I gave a seminar on Thursday, July 14 in the Physics Department again, titled “Ab Initio
Computational Studies of the Optical Properties and Excitonic Effects in SiC Nanotubes” (see the abstract
also enclosed below) and was well received by the audience. After my talk, we had stimulating discussions
on possible new directions for collaborations. In particular, ab initio many-body theoretical methods (e.g.,
GW approximations and Bethe-Salpeter equation). Since both sides use the Berkeley’s ab initio packages
including Berkeley-paratec and BerkeleyGW, we initiate a couple of collaborative projects using these
many-body techniques.

I returned to Taiwan on July 17 via 上海虹橋機場 by Eva Airline. I arrived at 松山機場 in the
late evening of July 17.
My research certainly benefits quite a lot from this trip to Suzhou. I therefore want to thank the
NTU-CTS for the financial support for this trip.

在蘇州大學物理系學術演講(一) (2011/7/12) 論文摘要:
Physics and Applications of Spin Hall Effect
Guang-Yu Guo (郭光宇)1,2
1

Graduate Institute of Applied Physics, National Chengchi University, Taipei 116, Taiwan
2

Department of Physics, National Taiwan University, Taipei 106, Taiwan

Spin Hall effect refers to the generation of transverse spin current in a solid by an electric field or current. Spin
current generation is an important issue in the emerging spintronics technology. Therefore, spin Hall effect has recently
become an issue of intensive interests both theoretically and experimentally since the theoretical proposals of the intrinsic
spin Hall effect [1-2]. In this talk, I will first give an introduction to spin Hall effect and its potential applications. I will
then describe ab initio calculation approaches to the various issues in the field of spin Hall effect, in particular, Berry
phase theory and ab initio relativistic band structure method for studying intrinsic spin Hall effect [3]. This will be
followed by a review on our recent ab initio relativistic band theoretical studies on the intrinsic spin Hall effect in
platinum, aluminum [4], palladium, gold [5] and Mo. In particular, our ab initio calculations revealed that the resonant
contribution from the spin-orbit splitting of the doubly degenerated d bands at high-symmetry points near the Fermi level
gives rise to a large intrinsic spin Hall conductivity in Pt and Pd. These predictions are confirmed by latest experimental
measurements [6].
More recently, our ab initio electronic structure calculations for various transition metal impurities in gold indicated
possible orbital-dependent Kondo effect in Fe impurity in Au [7]. Thus, the gigantic spin Hall effect observed recently in
FePt/Au system [8] was attributed to extrinsic resonant skew scattering mechanism due to multi-orbital Kondo effect [7,9].
Our estimated spin Hall angle is about 0.1, in agreement with the measured value [8]. This explains why the gigantic spin
Hall effect in Au with Fe impurities was observed in recent experiments, while it is not visible in the anomalous Hall
effect. Indeed, recent quantum Monte Carlo simulations for the realistic three-orbital Anderson impurity model
7

demonstrated two Kondo temperatures in Fe in Au: one very low Kondo temperature for Fe deg-states (a few Ks) and the
other high Kondo temperature for Fe t2g-states (above room temperature) [10]. Furthermore, latest experiments on Au
films with well controlled Fe impurity concentrations confirmed that the spin Hall angle is about 0.07 and importantly, is
independent of Fe impurity concentration [11], thereby showing the extrinsic nature of the spin Hall effect observed in
FePt/Au systems.
The speaker thanks Qian Niu, Naoto Nagaosa, Bo Gu, Sadamichi Maekawa, Tsung-Wei Chen, Shuichi Murakami for
stimulating discussions and collaborations. He also thanks the National Science Council of Taiwan for financial supports.
[1] S. Murakami, N. Nagaosa, and S.-C. Zhang, Science 301, 1348 (2003).
[2] J. Sinova et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 92, 126603 (2004).
[3] G. Y. Guo, Y. Yao and Q. Niu, Phys. Rev. Lett. 94, 226601 (2005).
[4] G. Y. Guo, S. Murakami, T. W. Chen, and N. Nagaosa, Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 096401 (2008).
[5] G. Y. Guo, J. Appl. Phys. 105, 07C701 (2009).
[6] O. Mosendz, et al., Phys. Rev. B 82, 214403 (2010).
[7] G. Y. Guo, S. Maekawa, and N. Nagaosa, Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 036401 (2009).
[8] T. Seki et al., Nature Mater. 7, 125 (2008).
[9] P. Coleman, Physics 2, 6 (2009).
[10] B. Gu, J.-Y. Gan, N. Bulut, T. Ziman, G. Y. Guo, N. Nagaosa and S. Maekawa,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 086401 (2010).
[11] I. Sugai, S. Mitani, and K. Takanashi, IEEE Trans. Magn. 46, 2559 (2010).

在蘇州大學物理系學術演講(二) (2011/7/14) 論文摘要:
Ab Initio Computational Studies of the Optical Properties and Excitonic Effects in SiC
Nanotubes
Guang-Yu Guo1,2,*
1

Graduate Institute of Applied Physics, National Chengchi University, Taipei 11605, Taiwan
2
Department of Physics, National Taiwan University, Taipei 10617, Taiwan
Since the discovery of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in 1991 by Iijima, carbon and other nanotubes have attracted
considerable interest worldwide because of their unusual properties and also great potentials for technological
applications. Apart from CNTs, inorganic tubukar materials, such as BN, AlN, GaN and SiC, have also been predicted
and synthesized [1,2]. Though CNTs continue to attract great interest, other inorganic nanotubes may offer different
opportunities that CNTs cannot provide. Therefore, we have carried out systematic computational studies of the optical
and nonlinear optical properties of SiC nanotubes within the density functional theory (DFT) with the local density
approximation (LDA) [3,4]. In the first part of this talk, we will present the results of these DFT-LDA calculations.
However, many-body interactions are known to play an important role in low-dimensional systems such as
nanotubes [5], due to reduced charge screening and hence enhanced electron-electron correlation. Therefore, in the
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second part of this talk, we will present

recent ab initio quasiparticle and excitonic calculations of the electronic and

optical properties of both SiC sheet and nanotubes [6]. We find the signicant band-gap correction of up to 1eV to

the LDA of semiconducting SiC-NTs and SiC sheet, mainly due to the many-body screening effect which is
included in our GW approximation [7] for the valence electron self-energy. Furthermore, the excitons with a
large binding energy a strong anisotropy are present in our GW+BSE (Bethe-Salpeter equation) calculations
[8] of the low-dimensional SiC systems. The characters of these strongly bonded excitons in SiC-NTs is also
analyzed in terms of the obtained excitonic wavefunctions.
* Electronic address: gyguo@phys.ntu.edu.tw
[1] X. Blase, A. Rubio, S. G. Louie, and M. L. Cohen, Europhys. Lett. 28, 335 (1994)

[2] N. G. Chopra, R. J. Luyken, K. Cherrey, V. H. Crespi, M. L. Cohen, S. G. Louie, and A. Zettl, Science 28,
335 (1994)
[3] I. J. Wu and G. Y. Guo, Physical Review B 76, 035343 (2007)
[4] I. J. Wu and G. Y. Guo, Physical Review B 78, 035447 (2008)
[5] C.-H. Park, C. D. Spataru and S. G. Louie, Phys. Rev. Lett. 96, 126105 (2006)
[6] H. C. Hsueh, G. Y. Guo and S. G. Louie, Phys. Rev. B (submitted, 2011).
[7] M. S. Hybertsen and S. G. Louie, Phys. Rev. B 34, 5390 (1986)
[8] M. Rohlfing and S. G. Louie, Phys. Rev. B 62, 4927 (2000)
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附件四

國科會補助專題研究計畫項下出席國際學術會議心得報告
日期：

計畫編號

NSC

計畫名稱

尖端氧化物材料新穎物性之理論研究

年

月

日

97－2112－M－004－001－MY3

出國人員
姓名

薛宏中

會議時間

2011 年 4 月 25 日
至
2011 年 4 月 29 日

服務機構
及職稱

淡江大學物理系
美國加州舊金山

會議地點

(中文)
會議名稱
(英文)
發表論文
題目

MRS Spring Meeting 2011

(中文)
(英文) Excitonic Effects on the Optical Properties of SiC Sheet and Nanotubes

一、參加會議經過
二、與會心得
三、考察參觀活動(無是項活動者略)
四、建議
五、攜回資料名稱及內容
六、其他
本人很榮幸獲國家理論中心(南區)、國科會以及淡江大學物理系之補助於 4 月 25 日至 29 日前往
美國加州舊金山參加 MRS Spring Meeting 2011。這項將近五千人參與的盛會，共有超過 50 個主題的專
題研討會；本人主要參加＂計算半導體材料科學研討會＂(Symposium YY: Computational Semiconductor
Material Sciences)。此研討會在 4 天會期中，共計有 72 個演講(包括 19 位受邀講員(invited speakers)
與 53 位一般講員(contribute speakers))以及兩階段海報展示(poster sessions)；其中包括許多重量級學者
1

受邀參加，例如:美國的 Marvin L. Cohen、Steven G. Louie、G. Kotliar、Su-Huai Wei、Lin-Wang Wang
等，歐洲的 Ole Krogh Anderson、Xavier J. Gonze、Risto Nieminen 等，以及亞洲的 Kee Joo Chang、馮
遠平、龔新高等，而我們的研究工作(Excitonic Effects on the Optical Properties of SiC Sheet and
Nanotubes)是此研討會受邀演講中，唯一來自台灣的代表，也在會議中受到相當的重視與迴響，會中
並和 Su-Huai Wei 及 Li Yang 教授商談可能之合作議題。
會中除了就我們的研究課題，和與會學者進行交流之外，也從其他演講中獲得非常多有關計算材料
科學的最新發展與趨勢，其摘要如下:
1) Method of Electronic Structure Calculations
首先，Marvin L. Cohen 教授回顧過去 50 年來 empirical 方法及 ab initio 方法在材料科學(包括:半導
體材料、太陽能光電材料、BN 奈米管，甚至高溫超導材料)發展上的成就與貢獻；接著，G. Kotliar
教授介紹如何結合多體 GW 計算與 DMFT(Dynamic Mean Field Theory)方法，可以適切的處理具有
相當顯著電子-電子關聯(correlation)性質的特殊材料(含有過渡金屬、稀土元素及錒系元素之半導體
材料)；另一方面，Xavier J. Gonze 教授討論如何在密度泛函微擾理論(DFPT)的架構下，利用
Allan-Heine-Cardona 方法進行有限溫度(finite temperature)計算；此外，介紹透過 extrapolar technique
增加 GW 計算之效率。
2) Defects in Semiconductors
Chris G. Van de Walle 教授研究群介紹在 DFT-LDA/GGA 之下，計算材料缺陷(defects)與雜質
(impurities)的困境與克服的方法(包括：GW 計算與 hybrid functional 方法)，由計算效率著眼，他們
主要使用 hybrid functional 方法，然而此法之物理基礎尚有相當多之爭議！同時，Kee Joo Chang 教
授也比較 LDA+U、GW 計算與 hybrid functional 方法，來計算 hing-k dielectric 材料中，氧缺陷之影
響。另外，Risto Nieminen 教授展示 hybrid functional 方法似乎對於描述太陽能電池 solar-cell
chalcogenides 中之缺陷性質，相當有效！
3) Low Dimensional Materials
Steven G. Louie 教授說明低維度材料-石墨烯(graphene)之特殊電子結構與光學性質，並利用
GW+BSE 方 法 ， 計 算 石 墨 烯 及 其 衍 生 之 奈 米 結 構 : 石 墨 奈 米 帶(nanoribbon) 、 石 墨 烯 超 晶 格
(superlattice)以及雙層石墨烯結構(bilayer structure)等材料之奇特電子性質與光學激子(excitonic)特
性，並引申其可能之新穎應用方向(例如：electron supercollimators)。另一方面，Lin-Wang Wang 教
授利用實空間(real space)的 ab initio 方法計算大型半導體奈米系統、合金以及介面之電子結構性質
(例如：ZnO 奈米柱(nanorod)之偶極距、CdS/Pt 奈米連接(nanocontact)處之非晶介面(amorphous
interface)與 Schottky barrier)。
4) Magnetic Semiconductors
馮遠平教授介紹利用第一原理(first-principles)方法，預測穩定之稀磁性半導體(dilute magnetic
semiconductors, DMS)可透過在傳統 II-VI 族及 III-V 族半導體中，摻雜含 2p 電子之輕元素(例如：C、
N…)達成。此外，N. Spaldin 教授研究群說明如何利用 ab initio 方法，發現氧化物薄膜及異質介面
(heterojunction) 中 之 新 穎 鐵 電 (ferroelectric) 材 料 ， 而 此 一 混 合 非 常 態 鐵 電 性 (hybrid-improper
ferroelectricity)，將有助於了解低維度材料之多鐵(multiferroic)性質。
除上述各領域之重要演講外，Shengbai Zhang 教授及 VASP 研究團隊亦將第一原理(first-principles)方
法 ， 應 用 於 相 變 記 憶 體 (Phase-Change Memory ， 例 如 ： Ge2Sb2Te5) 材 料 及 拓 樸 絕 緣 體 (topological
insulators，例如：Bi2Te3、Bi2Se3、Se2Te3)等新穎材料之研究，在會議中也引發相當多的討論。
綜觀此次會議，雖然僅為期 4 天，但議程相當緊湊，且聚集了世界頂尖之計算材料科學研究團隊，
彼此腦力激盪，使我不僅從各團隊的經驗中，進一步的認識各種計算方法的優劣比較，另一方面，更
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了解為來新穎材料發展之趨勢。因此，這次參與 MRS spring meeting，相當重要也非常成功。

國科會補助專題研究計畫項下出席國際學術會議心得報告
日期：

計畫編號

NSC

計畫名稱

尖端氧化物材料新穎物性之理論研究

年

月

日

97－2112－M－004－001－MY3

出國人員
姓名

郭光宇

服務機構
及職稱

會議時間

2011 年 7 月 24 日
至
2011 年 7 月 28 日

會議地點

政治大學應用物理研究所
日本仙台

(中文)
會議名稱
(英文) 5th International Workshop on Spin Current
(中文)

發表論文
題目

(英文)

Spin Hall effect in metals: Insight from ab initio calculations

一、參加會議經過
二、與會心得
三、考察參觀活動(無是項活動者略)
四、建議
五、攜回資料名稱及內容
六、其他

参加 5th International Workshop on Spin Current , 仙台, 日本, July 24-28, 2011 之報告

政治大學應用物理研究所 郭光宇 (2011/07/29)
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I left Taipei Sung Shan Airport for Japan on Sunday at 10:00 of July 24, and arrived in Haneda Airport near
Tokyo at around 14:00. After going through the Immigration and claiming my luggage, I took a monorail train
to Tokyo Main Station where we changed to Shinkansen high speed train to Sendai. We arrived in Sendai at
around 18:00 pm. I then went to the Sendai Kokusai Hotel where I would stay in the next 4 nights. The Hotel
is only about 10 minutes walk from the Sendai Railstation. The Workshop was held in the Sendai International
Center which is about 30 minutes walk away from the Hotel. Fortunately, the Workshop organizer arranged a
shuttle bus to pick up the participants each morning and sent us back to the Hotel each evening. Although the
conference was meant for the Japanese Scientists working in the field of spintronics, there were quite a few
participants from USA, Europe and other Asian countries such as Korea and Taiwan (see the attached
program). The scientific program started in the morning of Monday, July 25 and finished at 15:00 in the
afternoon of July 28. However, I left the Workshop at the end of the morning sessions of July 28 to catch a
Shinkansen train from Sendai to Tokyo. My return flight would departed at the Haneda Airport at 18:25 pm.
The program consisted of invited talks and poster presentations. It certainly was an exciting and informative
workshop. I learned the latest developments in the field such as spin Hall effect, spin-Seebeck effect, Hall
effect of magnon, manipulation of magnetization by electric field, dilute magnetic semiconductors, and also
spintronic devices. I gave an invited talk in the afternoon of the first day (Monday) of the workshop, on “Spin
Hall effect in metals: Insight from ab initio calculations”. My talk was well received by the audience. I met
many distinguished scientists and collaborators from other countries, e.g., Profs. K. Takanashi, A. Otani, S.
Maekawa, N. Nagaosa et al. (Japan), L. Molenkamp (Germany), J. Wunderlich (UK), H. Jaffress, I. M. Miron,
T. Ziman (France), S. E. Barnes, C. Li, and K. L. Wang (USA).
Profs. N. Nagaosa, S. Maekawa, Dr. B. Gu and I had an intensive discussion during the lunch break and
also early afternoon of Wednsday, on how to improve our joint manuscript on Fe monolayers on Au (111)
surface. The discussion was very helpful, and we are finalizing the manuscript which will be submitted to
Nature Materials soon. Clearly, my trip to Sendai was very usefuland fruitful. My research certainly benefits
quite a lot from this trip to Japan. I therefore want to thank the National Science Council for the financial
support for this trip.
5th International Workshop on Spin Current 研討會邀請演講論文摘要 (July 24-28, 2011, Sendai, Japan):

Spin Hall Effect in Metals: Insight from Ab Initio calculations
Guang-Yu Guo
1

1,2,*

Graduate Institute of Applied Physics, National Chengchi University, Taipei 116, Taiwan
2

Department of Physics, National Taiwan University, Taipei 106, Taiwan

Spin Hall effect refers to the generation of transverse spin current in a solid by an electric field or current.
Spin current generation is an important issue in the emerging spintronics technology. Therefore, spin Hall
effect has recently become an issue of intensive interest both theoretically and experimentally since the
theoretical proposals of the intrinsic spin Hall effect [1-2]. In this contribution, I will first give an introduction
to ab initio computational approaches to the various issues in the field of spin Hall effect, in particular, Berry
4

phase theory and ab initio relativistic band structure method for studying intrinsic spin Hall effect [3]. This
will be followed by a review on our recent ab initio relativistic band theoretical calculations on the intrinsic
spin Hall effect in platinum, aluminum [4], palladium, gold [5] and Mo. In particular, our ab initio
calculations revealed that the resonant contribution from the spin-orbit splitting of the doubly degenerated d
bands at high-symmetry points near the Fermi level gives rise to a large intrinsic spin Hall conductivity in Pt
and Pd. These predictions are confirmed by latest experimental measurements [6].
More recently, our ab initio electronic structure calculations for various transition metal impurities in
gold indicated possible orbital-dependent Kondo effect in Fe impurity in Au [7]. Thus, the gigantic spin Hall
effect observed recently in FePt/Au system [8] was attributed to extrinsic resonant skew scattering mechanism
due to multi-orbital Kondo effect [7,9]. Our estimated spin Hall angle is about 0.1, in agreement with the
measured value [8]. This explains why the gigantic spin Hall effect in Au with Fe impurities was observed in
recent experiments, while it is not visible in the anomalous Hall effect. Furthermore, latest experiments on Au
films with well controlled Fe impurity concentrations confirmed that the spin Hall angle is about 0.07 and
importantly, is independent of Fe impurity concentration [10], thereby showing the extrinsic nature of the spin
Hall effect observed in FePt/Au systems.
The speaker thanks Qian Niu, Naoto Nagaosa, Tsung-Wei Chen, Sadamichi Maekawa, and Shuichi
Murakami for stimulating discussions and collaborations. He also thanks the National Science Council of
Taiwan for financial supports.
*

E-mail: gyguo@phys.ntu.edu.tw

[1] S. Murakami, N. Nagaosa, and S.-C. Zhang, Science 301, 1348 (2003).
[2] J. Sinova et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 92, 126603 (2004).
[3] G. Y. Guo, Y. Yao and Q. Niu, Phys. Rev. Lett. 94, 226601 (2005).
[4] G. Y. Guo, S. Murakami, T. W. Chen, and N. Nagaosa,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 096401 (2008).
[5] G. Y. Guo, J. Appl. Phys. 105, 07C701 (2009).
[6] O. Mosendz, V. Vlaminck, J. E. Pearson, F. Y. Fradin, G. E. W. Bauer, S. D. Bader, and A. Hoffmann,
arXiv :1009.5089v1 (also, Phys. Rev. B, in press).
[7] G. Y. Guo, S. Maekawa, and N. Nagaosa, Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 036401 (2009).
[8] T. Seki et al., Nature Mater. 7, 125 (2008).
[9] P. Coleman, Physics 2, 6 (2009).
[10] I. Sugai, S. Mitani, and K. Takanashi, IEEE Trans. Magn. 46, 2559 (2010).
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参加 2nd International Symposium on Advanced Magnetic Materials and Applications, 仙台,
日本, July 12-17, 2010 之報告

政治大學應用物理研究所 郭光宇 (2010/07/19)
I left Taoyuan International Airport for Japan via Eva Air BR2198 flight at 8:50 of July 12, and arrived in
Narita International Airport at around 13:00. After going through the Immigration and and claiming my
luggage, I together with several other Taiwan participants of the ISAMMA 2010, took JR Narita Express
trains to Tokyo Main Station where we changed to Shinkansen high speed train to Sendai. We arrived in
Sendai at around 18:00 pm. It was really a whole day journey because I left my home at 6:20 am and arrived
in Sendai at 18:00 pm. We then went to the Sendai International Center where the ISAMMA2010 was held to
get registration and also joined the Welcome Reception. I finally got to my hotel Ark Hotel Sendai at around
20:00 pm. The hotel is about 10 minutes walk from the Conference site. Although the conference was meant
for the Asian Scientists working in the field of magnetism and magnetic materials. There were also quite a few
participants from USA and Europe. It was a quite a big conference with about 500 participants from all over
the world. There were more than 10 people from Taiwan attended the conference. The scientific program
started in the morning of Tuesday, July 13 and the morning sessions were completely allocated by 4 plenary
talks with one speaker from Holland and one speaker from USA and two speakers from Japan. This was then
followed by lunch break and poster sessions from 12:30 to 14:30. In the afternoon, there were then two
parallel sessions with one emphasizing on fundamental research and the other focusing on applications. I gave
an invited talk in the next morning (July 14) on “Ab Initio Studies of Magnetism in Transition Metal
Nanowires”. My talk was well received by the audience. I met many distinguished scientists and collaborators
from other countries, e.g., Profs. K. Takanashi (Japan), T. Rasing (Holland), X. Jin (China), M. Nawate
(Japan).

On Friday July 16, I left Sendai for Tokai to visit my collaborator Prof. S. Maekawa and Dr. B.
Gu of Japan Atomic Energy Agency. We spent the afternoon of July 16 and the morning of July 17
(Saturday) discussing our joint paper on “Surface-assisted giant spin Hall effect on the surface of Au
(111) films doped with Pt impurities”. Prof. N. Nagaosa of Tokyo Univ. also joined the discussion. It
was a very intensive and fruitful meeting. By the time I left Tokai for Narita Airport in the afternoon
of July 17, we completed the joint paper which is more or less now ready for submission to the
Physical Review Letters. Finally, I left the Narita Airport at 20:10 pm on July 17 again via Eva Air,
and arrived in Taoyuan Airport at around 22:00 pm.
My research certainly benefits quite a lot from this trip toJapan. I therefore want to thank the National
Science Council for the financial support for this trip.
2nd International Symposium on Advanced Magnetic Materials and Applications 研討會邀請演講論文摘要
(July 14, 2010, Sendai, Japan):
(Invited) Ab Initio Studies of Magnetism in Transition Metal Nanowires
J. C. Tung (a), G. Y. Guo (a,b)
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(a)

Department of Physics, National Taiwan University, Taipei 106, Taiwan
Graduate Institute of Applied Physics, National Chengchi University, Taipei 116, Taiwan
e-mail: gyguo@nccu.edu.tw
In recent years, nanostructured magnetic materials have received much attention, due to their novel physical
properties and fascinating potential applications. We have therefore performed an extensive ab initio study of
the electronic and magnetic properties of both linear and zigzag freestanding atomic chains of all transition
metals (TM) [1-2]. Our ab initio calculations are based on density functional theory with the generalized
gradient approximation. The underlying atomic structures were determined theoretically. All the TM chains,
except Nb, Ag and La, have a stable or metastable magnetic state in either the linear or zigzag or both
structures. The electronic spin polarization at the Fermi level in the ferromagnetic Sc, V, Mn, Fe, Co and Ni
linear chains is close to 90 % or above, suggesting that these nanostructure may have applications in
spin-transport devices. Interestingly, the V, Cr, Mn and Fe linear
chains show a giant magneto-lattice expansion of up to 54 %. Both the electronic magnetocrystalline
anisotropy energy (MAE) and magnetic dipolar (shape) anisotropy energy are also calculated. Remarkably,
the MAE in many linear chains including Ni, Ru, Re, Rh and Ir, is gigantic (>10.0 meV/atom), suggesting that
these nanowires couldhave fascinating applications in ultrahigh density magnetic memories and hard disks.
Note that the MAE of bulk Fe and Ni is ~4 10-3 meV/atom. Furthermore, all the 5d as well as Tc and Pd
chains show the so-called colossal magnetic anisotropy (i.e., it is impossible to rotate magnetization into
certain directions). A spin-reorientation transition occurs in the Fe, Co, Ru, Ir, Ta, Zr, La, Zr, Ru, La, Ta and
Ir linear chains when the chains are compressed or elongated. Finally, large orbital magnetic moment is found
in the FM Fe, Co, Ni, and Ir linear chains. In order to investigate how the substrates would affect the magnetic
properties of the nanowires, we have also performed ab initio calculations for the Fe, Co and Ni atomic chains
on Cu(001) [3] and Au(001) surfaces. We find that Fe, Co and Ni linear chains on Cu(001) surface still have a
stable or metastable ferromagnetic state. The calculated orbital magnetic moments in these chains are
significant and also are direction-dependent. Finally, we find that the MAE for the Fe, and Co chains remains
large, i.e., being not much affected by the presence of Cu substrate.
(b)

[1] J. C. Tung and G. Y. Guo, Phys. Rev. B, 76, 094413 (2007).
[2] J. C. Tung and G. Y. Guo, Phys. Rev. B, 81 (2010) (To be published).
[3] J. C. Tung and G. Y. Guo, Comp. Phys. Comm. (Submitted 2010).
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政治大學應用物理研究所 郭光宇 (2010/06/28)
I left Taoyuan International Airport for Shanghai via direct cross-strait flights (Eva Air) at 10:10 of
June 15. It would take only a little more than 1.5 hours and is very convenient. There were no direct
flights before last summer, and I usually went to the cities in the Mainland of China via Hong Kong
which would need a whole day. After arriving in the Pudong Airport, I took the Airport Shuttle bus to
the Shanghai Fudan Crowne Plaza Hotel where all non-local participants stayed during the Workshop.
The Workshop was held in the biggest and grand building Guang-Hua Building on Fudan campus. It
was very stimulating and exciting workshop. Experts in the field from many countries in the world
come to participate this Workshop, including USA, Germany, Japan, and Taiwan. The topics covered
almost all aspects of spintronics and nanomagnetic materials. (see the program attached below). In
particular, Prof. Albert Fert from France (2007 Physics Nobel Laureate) also participated this
workshop and give the first talk. My talk was on “anomalous magnetic properties of all transition
metal atomic chains” (see the abstract enclosed below). My talk was scheduled on the third day
morning (June 18) of the Workshop and was well received by the audience. The program of the
Workshop was rather relaxed in order to allow time for many intensive discussions. It was a timely
and helpful workshop. I enjoyed it every minute. Apart from the extremely interesting program, the
workshop also gave a valuable opportunity for me to meet many prominent scientists (some of them
are my collaborators) such as Profs. Sadamichi Maekawa (Tohoku U.), Chia-Lin Chien (John
Hopkins U.), Naoto Nagaosa (Tokyo U.), Ingrid Mertig (Dresen, Germany), Qian Niu (UT Austin),
Zi-qian Qiu (UC Berkeley), Ruqian Wu (UC Irvine), Kai Liu (UC Davis), Xiaofeng Jin (Fudan U.,
the organizer), and others.
I left Shanghai Pudong Airport in the morning (11:05) of June 20 and arrived at 13:25 in the
afternoon. During my stay in Beijing, I stayed in Beijing Royal King Hotel reserved by my host Prof.
Yugui Yao. It is very close to the Institute of Physics as well as other institutes such as Institute of
Theoretical Physics, Kavli Institute of Theoretical Physics China (KITPC), Chinese Academy of
Sciences. Indeed, I gave a talk titled “Spin Hall effect in metals: Insight from ab initio calculations
and quantum monte carlo simulations” in the KITPC program “Progress in spintronics and grapheme
research”. My talk was chaired by Prof. Xingcheng Xia and attended by many local and foreign
physicists such as e.g., Gerrit Bauer (Holland), Roland Winkler (USA). During my stay in Beijing, I
have had indepth discussions with several theorists in the Institute of Physics on quite a few “hot”
research topics. In particular, I discussed extensively with Prof. Yugui Yao on ab initio calculation of
anomalous Hall effect, Seebeck coefficient, Z2 topological invariant that characterize topological
insulators from ordinary insulators. I also talked to Prof. Zhong Fang on newly discovered Fe-based
superconductors, and on Gutzwiller approach to many-body problems in solids, and to Prof. Junren
Shi on proper definition of conserved spin current and how to calculate it. After these extensive
exchanges and discussions, we agree to set up some collaborative projects. I came back on June 26,
again via Eva Air, flying directly from Beijing to Taoyuan.
My research certainly benefits quite a lot from this trip to Shanghai and Beijing. I therefore want to
thank the National Science Council for the financial support for this trip.
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Nineth International Workshop on Surface, Interface and Thin Film Physics 研討會邀請演講論文摘
要 (June 18, 2010, Shanghai):

Anomalous Magnetic Properties of Transition Metal Chains from First-principles
Calculations
J. C. Tung(a) and G. Y. Guo(a,b)
(a)
Department of Physics, National Taiwan University, Taipei 106, Taiwan
(b)
Graduate Institute of Applied Physics, National Chengchi University, Taipei 116, Taiwan
e-mail: gyguo@phys.ntu.edu.tw
In recent years, nanostructured magnetic materials have received much attention, due to their novel physical
properties and fascinating potential applications. We have therefore performed an extensive ab initio study of
the electronic and magnetic properties of both linear and zigzag freestanding atomic chains of all transition
metals (TM) [1-2]. We find that all the TM chains, except Nb, Ag and La, have a stable or metastable
magnetic state in either the linear or zigzag or both structures. The electronic spin polarization at the Fermi
level in the ferromagnetic Sc, V, Mn, Fe, Co and Ni linear chains is close to 90 % or above, suggesting that
these nanostructure may have applications in spin-transport devices. The V, Cr, Mn and Fe linear chains show
a giant magneto-lattice expansion of up to 54 %. Interestingly, we find a number of anomalous spin-orbit
coupling-induced properties. In particular, the calculated electronic magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy
(MAE) in many linear chains including Ni, Ru, Re, Rh and Ir, is gigantic (>10.0 meV/atom), suggesting that
these nanowires could have fascinating applications in ultrahigh density magnetic memories and hard disks.
Note that the MAE of bulk Fe and Ni is ~4 μeV/atom. Furthermore, all the 5d as well as Tc and Pd chains
show the so-called colossal magnetic anisotropy (i.e., it is impossible to rotate magnetization into certain
directions). A spin-reorientation transition occurs in the Fe, Co, Ru, Ir, Ta, Zr, La, Zr, Ru, La, Ta and Ir linear
chains when the chains are compressed or elongated. Furthermore, in the certain chains, spin-reorientation
transition is accompanied by a metal-insulator transition, and in other chains, spin-spiral states are the ground
state. Finally, large orbital magnetic moment is found in the FM Fe, Co, Ni, and Ir linear chains. In order to
investigate how the substrates would affect the magnetic properties of the nanowires, we have also performed
ab initio calculations for the Fe, Co and Ni atomic chains on Cu(001) [3] and Au(001) surfaces.
[1] J. C. Tung and G. Y. Guo, Phys. Rev. B 76, 094413 (2007).
[2] J. C. Tung and G. Y. Guo, Phys. Rev. B 81, 094422 (2010).
[3] J. C. Tung and G. Y. Guo, Comp. Phys. Comm. (Submitted 2010).

参加 International Symposium on Multiscale Materials Modelling 並順道訪問蘇州大學物
理系睢勝等教授 (July 7 –17, 2011) 之報告

政治大學應用物理研究所 郭光宇 (2011/08/24)
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After the 2011 International Symposium on Multiscale Materials Modelling in Shanghai, I went to Suzhou
on July 7 to visit Profs. Sheng Ju and Tian-Yi Cai in the Physics Department, Soochow University. Drs. Ju
and Cai are my long term collaborators. We have had fruitful collaborations in the past years and indeed we
have recently published more than 10 papers together. The main purpose of this trip to Soochow University
is to discuss with Drs. Ju and Cai about our on-going collaborative projects on multiferroic oxides as well as
spintronics materials.

After arriving in the Suzhou station, I took a taxi to a pre-booked Hotel near Soochow
University. I was then greeted by Dr. Ju soon after I settled down in the hotel. On the next day (7/8), I
went to the Physics Department to discuss with Drs. Ju and Cai on many topics of common interests
and also on what I should do during my stay. On Monday, July 11, I had extensive discussions with
Drs. Ju and Cai on ab initio studies of multiferroic oxides in general, and also on the magnetism and
ferroelectricity in BiFeO3 and YNiO3 in particular. We discussed the outline of our next joint paper
on YNiO3. On Tuesday, July 12, I gave a colloquium talk in the Physics Department titled “Physics
and Applications of Spin Hall Effect” (see also the enclosed abstract below). This has been a hot topic
in recent years and thus many people attended my seminar, even though it was already in summer
vocation.
On Wednsday, July 13, I attended a group meeting of Profs. Ju and Cai. In the meeting, several
group members gave oral presentations on various subjects they were working on. During the
meeting, there were stimulating discussions. I enjoyed the group meeting very much. Both sides
benefited from the meeting.
I gave a seminar on Thursday, July 14 in the Physics Department again, titled “Ab Initio
Computational Studies of the Optical Properties and Excitonic Effects in SiC Nanotubes” (see the abstract
also enclosed below) and was well received by the audience. After my talk, we had stimulating discussions
on possible new directions for collaborations. In particular, ab initio many-body theoretical methods (e.g.,
GW approximations and Bethe-Salpeter equation). Since both sides use the Berkeley’s ab initio packages
including Berkeley-paratec and BerkeleyGW, we initiate a couple of collaborative projects using these
many-body techniques.

I returned to Taiwan on July 17 via 上海虹橋機場 by Eva Airline. I arrived at 松山機場 in the
late evening of July 17.
My research certainly benefits quite a lot from this trip to Suzhou. I therefore want to thank the
NTU-CTS for the financial support for this trip.

在蘇州大學物理系學術演講(一) (2011/7/12) 論文摘要:
Physics and Applications of Spin Hall Effect
Guang-Yu Guo (郭光宇)1,2
1

Graduate Institute of Applied Physics, National Chengchi University, Taipei 116, Taiwan
2

Department of Physics, National Taiwan University, Taipei 106, Taiwan
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Spin Hall effect refers to the generation of transverse spin current in a solid by an electric field or current. Spin
current generation is an important issue in the emerging spintronics technology. Therefore, spin Hall effect has recently
become an issue of intensive interests both theoretically and experimentally since the theoretical proposals of the intrinsic
spin Hall effect [1-2]. In this talk, I will first give an introduction to spin Hall effect and its potential applications. I will
then describe ab initio calculation approaches to the various issues in the field of spin Hall effect, in particular, Berry
phase theory and ab initio relativistic band structure method for studying intrinsic spin Hall effect [3]. This will be
followed by a review on our recent ab initio relativistic band theoretical studies on the intrinsic spin Hall effect in
platinum, aluminum [4], palladium, gold [5] and Mo. In particular, our ab initio calculations revealed that the resonant
contribution from the spin-orbit splitting of the doubly degenerated d bands at high-symmetry points near the Fermi level
gives rise to a large intrinsic spin Hall conductivity in Pt and Pd. These predictions are confirmed by latest experimental
measurements [6].
More recently, our ab initio electronic structure calculations for various transition metal impurities in gold indicated
possible orbital-dependent Kondo effect in Fe impurity in Au [7]. Thus, the gigantic spin Hall effect observed recently in
FePt/Au system [8] was attributed to extrinsic resonant skew scattering mechanism due to multi-orbital Kondo effect [7,9].
Our estimated spin Hall angle is about 0.1, in agreement with the measured value [8]. This explains why the gigantic spin
Hall effect in Au with Fe impurities was observed in recent experiments, while it is not visible in the anomalous Hall
effect. Indeed, recent quantum Monte Carlo simulations for the realistic three-orbital Anderson impurity model
demonstrated two Kondo temperatures in Fe in Au: one very low Kondo temperature for Fe deg-states (a few Ks) and the
other high Kondo temperature for Fe t2g-states (above room temperature) [10]. Furthermore, latest experiments on Au
films with well controlled Fe impurity concentrations confirmed that the spin Hall angle is about 0.07 and importantly, is
independent of Fe impurity concentration [11], thereby showing the extrinsic nature of the spin Hall effect observed in
FePt/Au systems.
The speaker thanks Qian Niu, Naoto Nagaosa, Bo Gu, Sadamichi Maekawa, Tsung-Wei Chen, Shuichi Murakami for
stimulating discussions and collaborations. He also thanks the National Science Council of Taiwan for financial supports.
[1] S. Murakami, N. Nagaosa, and S.-C. Zhang, Science 301, 1348 (2003).
[2] J. Sinova et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 92, 126603 (2004).
[3] G. Y. Guo, Y. Yao and Q. Niu, Phys. Rev. Lett. 94, 226601 (2005).
[4] G. Y. Guo, S. Murakami, T. W. Chen, and N. Nagaosa, Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 096401 (2008).
[5] G. Y. Guo, J. Appl. Phys. 105, 07C701 (2009).
[6] O. Mosendz, et al., Phys. Rev. B 82, 214403 (2010).
[7] G. Y. Guo, S. Maekawa, and N. Nagaosa, Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 036401 (2009).
[8] T. Seki et al., Nature Mater. 7, 125 (2008).
[9] P. Coleman, Physics 2, 6 (2009).
[10] B. Gu, J.-Y. Gan, N. Bulut, T. Ziman, G. Y. Guo, N. Nagaosa and S. Maekawa,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 086401 (2010).
[11] I. Sugai, S. Mitani, and K. Takanashi, IEEE Trans. Magn. 46, 2559 (2010).

在蘇州大學物理系學術演講(二) (2011/7/14) 論文摘要:
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Ab Initio Computational Studies of the Optical Properties and Excitonic Effects in SiC
Nanotubes
Guang-Yu Guo1,2,*
1

Graduate Institute of Applied Physics, National Chengchi University, Taipei 11605, Taiwan
2
Department of Physics, National Taiwan University, Taipei 10617, Taiwan
Since the discovery of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in 1991 by Iijima, carbon and other nanotubes have attracted
considerable interest worldwide because of their unusual properties and also great potentials for technological
applications. Apart from CNTs, inorganic tubukar materials, such as BN, AlN, GaN and SiC, have also been predicted
and synthesized [1,2]. Though CNTs continue to attract great interest, other inorganic nanotubes may offer different
opportunities that CNTs cannot provide. Therefore, we have carried out systematic computational studies of the optical
and nonlinear optical properties of SiC nanotubes within the density functional theory (DFT) with the local density
approximation (LDA) [3,4]. In the first part of this talk, we will present the results of these DFT-LDA calculations.
However, many-body interactions are known to play an important role in low-dimensional systems such as
nanotubes [5], due to reduced charge screening and hence enhanced electron-electron correlation. Therefore, in the
second part of this talk, we will present

recent ab initio quasiparticle and excitonic calculations of the electronic and

optical properties of both SiC sheet and nanotubes [6]. We find the signicant band-gap correction of up to 1eV to

the LDA of semiconducting SiC-NTs and SiC sheet, mainly due to the many-body screening effect which is
included in our GW approximation [7] for the valence electron self-energy. Furthermore, the excitons with a
large binding energy a strong anisotropy are present in our GW+BSE (Bethe-Salpeter equation) calculations
[8] of the low-dimensional SiC systems. The characters of these strongly bonded excitons in SiC-NTs is also
analyzed in terms of the obtained excitonic wavefunctions.
* Electronic address: gyguo@phys.ntu.edu.tw
[1] X. Blase, A. Rubio, S. G. Louie, and M. L. Cohen, Europhys. Lett. 28, 335 (1994)

[2] N. G. Chopra, R. J. Luyken, K. Cherrey, V. H. Crespi, M. L. Cohen, S. G. Louie, and A. Zettl, Science 28,
335 (1994)
[3] I. J. Wu and G. Y. Guo, Physical Review B 76, 035343 (2007)
[4] I. J. Wu and G. Y. Guo, Physical Review B 78, 035447 (2008)
[5] C.-H. Park, C. D. Spataru and S. G. Louie, Phys. Rev. Lett. 96, 126105 (2006)
[6] H. C. Hsueh, G. Y. Guo and S. G. Louie, Phys. Rev. B (submitted, 2011).
[7] M. S. Hybertsen and S. G. Louie, Phys. Rev. B 34, 5390 (1986)
[8] M. Rohlfing and S. G. Louie, Phys. Rev. B 62, 4927 (2000)

参加 International Symposium on Multiscale Materials Modelling 並順道訪問南京大學物
理系董錦明等教授和復旦大學物理系金曉峰等教授 (June 29 –July 7, 2011) 之報告

政治大學應用物理研究所 郭光宇 (2011/08/24)
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Visit to Nanjing University: I left 桃園機場 for Nanjing via 立榮 direct cross-strait flight
on June 29. It would take only about 2.0 hours and is very convenient. There were no direct flights
until two years ago, and I usually went to any cities in the Mainland of China via Hong Kong which
would need a whole day. After arriving in the Nanjing Airport, I was sent by a shuttle bus to a Hotel
near Nanjing University. I was then greeted by two young Professors: Xiangang Wan and Jian Zhou
from the Physics Department. On the next day (6/30), I had intensive discussions with both Prof. Wan
and Prof. Zhou, respectively, on the developments of the ab initio many-body dynamic mean-field
theory for strongly correlated oxides, and on optical property calculations using the WIEN2k and
VASP packages. During the lunch break, I took the opportunity to say “hello” to Prof. Ding-Yu Xing
and other “old friends” in the Physics Department. On the Friday, July 1, I gave a talk in the Physics
Department titled “Physics and Applications of Spin Hall Effect” (see also the enclosed abstract
below). This has been a hot topic in recent years and thus a lot of people attended my seminar. Also
before and after my seminar, I had extensive discussions with Profs. Jimming Dong and Jian Zhou on
possible collaborations. In particular, we agreed to join our forces to work together on ab initio
studies on the anomalous Hall effect and also magneto-optical properties of new materials.
ISMMM2011 in Shanghai: I left Nanjing for Shanghai on Sunday, July 3. I took new Chinese
High Speed Trains from Nanjing to Shanghai. It was rather quick. I took a taxi to a hotel near
Shanghai Institute of Ceramics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, where the Symposium was held. It
was very stimulating symposium. Experts in the field from many countries in world come to
participate this Workshop, including USA, Austria, Japan as well as many places in the Mainland
China. The topics covered include fundamental theories, computational methods and algorithms as
well as applications to many presently interesting subjects (see the program attached below). My talk
was scheduled on the first day morning (the second talk in fact) (July 4) of the Symposium. My talk
was on another currently hot topic of nano-materials titled “Ab Initio Computational Studies of the
Optical Properties and Excitonic Effects in SiC Nanotubes” (see the abstract enclosed below) and was
well received by the audience. The program of the Symposium was rather relaxed in order to allow
time for many intensive discussions. It was a timely and helpful Symposium. I enjoyed it every
minute. In particular, it was pleasing to talk many overseas old friends and collaborators, e.g., Profs.
Ding-Sheng Wang, Xingao Gong, Wenqing Zhang (China), Wai-Yim Ching (Missouri), David Singh
(Oak Ridge), Peihong Zhang (New York). It was equally useful to meet and make new friends, e.g.,
Profs. Martijn Marsman (Vienna), Anton van der Ven (Michigan), Boawen Li (Singapore), and
Chuang-Tian Chen (Chinese Academy of Sciences).
The Symposium finished in the later afternoon of July 5. This was then followed by the 2 day
Tutorial Workshop on Ab Initio Simulations Methods, focusing on Vianna Ab-Initio Simulation
Package (VASP). I attended the morning sessions of the Workshop on July 6. However, I went to
Fudan University to see several old friends, e.g., Profs. Xiaofeng Jin and Lei Zhou. My discussion on
anomalous Hall effect in metals (Fe, Ni) with Prof. Jin was especially helpful. After the discussion, I
was able to finish our manuscript in the intrinsic anomalous Hall effect in Ni and this manuscript was
submitted to the Physical Review B soon afterwards (see arXiv:1107.3242). I left Shanghai for
Suzhou on July 7. I returned to Taiwan on July 17 via 上海虹橋機場 by Eva Airline. I arrived at 松
山機場 in the late evening of July 17.
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My research certainly benefits quite a lot from this trip to Nanjing, Shanghai and Suzhou. I therefore
want to thank the National Science Council for the financial support for this trip.

2011/7/1 在南京大學物理系學術演講論文摘要:

Physics and Applications of Spin Hall Effect
Guang-Yu Guo (郭光宇)1,2
1

Graduate Institute of Applied Physics, National Chengchi University, Taipei 116, Taiwan
2

Department of Physics, National Taiwan University, Taipei 106, Taiwan

Spin Hall effect refers to the generation of transverse spin current in a solid by an electric field or current. Spin current
generation is an important issue in the emerging spintronics technology. Therefore, spin Hall effect has recently
become an issue of intensive interests both theoretically and experimentally since the theoretical proposals of the
intrinsic spin Hall effect [1-2]. In this talk, I will first give an introduction to spin Hall effect and its potential
applications. I will then describe ab initio calculation approaches to the various issues in the field of spin Hall effect,
in particular, Berry phase theory and ab initio relativistic band structure method for studying intrinsic spin Hall effect
[3]. This will be followed by a review on our recent ab initio relativistic band theoretical studies on the intrinsic spin
Hall effect in platinum, aluminum [4], palladium, gold [5] and Mo. In particular, our ab initio calculations revealed
that the resonant contribution from the spin-orbit splitting of the doubly degenerated d bands at high-symmetry points
near the Fermi level gives rise to a large intrinsic spin Hall conductivity in Pt and Pd. These predictions are confirmed
by latest experimental measurements [6].
More recently, our ab initio electronic structure calculations for various transition metal impurities in gold
indicated possible orbital-dependent Kondo effect in Fe impurity in Au [7]. Thus, the gigantic spin Hall effect
observed recently in FePt/Au system [8] was attributed to extrinsic resonant skew scattering mechanism due to
multi-orbital Kondo effect [7,9]. Our estimated spin Hall angle is about 0.1, in agreement with the measured value [8].
This explains why the gigantic spin Hall effect in Au with Fe impurities was observed in recent experiments, while it is
not visible in the anomalous Hall effect. Indeed, recent quantum Monte Carlo simulations for the realistic three-orbital
Anderson impurity model demonstrated two Kondo temperatures in Fe in Au: one very low Kondo temperature for Fe
deg-states (a few Ks) and the other high Kondo temperature for Fe t2g-states (above room temperature) [10].
Furthermore, latest experiments on Au films with well controlled Fe impurity concentrations confirmed that the spin
Hall angle is about 0.07 and importantly, is independent of Fe impurity concentration [11], thereby showing the
extrinsic nature of the spin Hall effect observed in FePt/Au systems.
The speaker thanks Qian Niu, Naoto Nagaosa, Bo Gu, Sadamichi Maekawa, Tsung-Wei Chen, Shuichi Murakami
for stimulating discussions and collaborations. He also thanks the National Science Council of Taiwan for financial
supports.
[1] S. Murakami, N. Nagaosa, and S.-C. Zhang, Science 301, 1348 (2003).
[2] J. Sinova et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 92, 126603 (2004).
[3] G. Y. Guo, Y. Yao and Q. Niu, Phys. Rev. Lett. 94, 226601 (2005).
[4] G. Y. Guo, S. Murakami, T. W. Chen, and N. Nagaosa, Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 096401 (2008).
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[5] G. Y. Guo, J. Appl. Phys. 105, 07C701 (2009).
[6] O. Mosendz, et al., Phys. Rev. B 82, 214403 (2010).
[7] G. Y. Guo, S. Maekawa, and N. Nagaosa, Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 036401 (2009).
[8] T. Seki et al., Nature Mater. 7, 125 (2008).
[9] P. Coleman, Physics 2, 6 (2009).
[10] B. Gu, J.-Y. Gan, N. Bulut, T. Ziman, G. Y. Guo, N. Nagaosa and S. Maekawa,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 086401 (2010).
[11] I. Sugai, S. Mitani, and K. Takanashi, IEEE Trans. Magn. 46, 2559 (2010).
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2011 CMRS International Symposium on Multiscale Materials Modelling 研討會議程(July 4-7,
2011, Shanghai):

17
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2011 CMRS International Symposium on Multiscale Materials Modelling 研討會演講論文摘要
(July 4-7, 2011, Shanghai):

Ab Initio Computational Studies of the Optical Properties and Excitonic Effects in SiC
Nanotubes
Guang-Yu Guo1,2,*
1

Graduate Institute of Applied Physics, National Chengchi University, Taipei 11605, Taiwan

2

Department of Physics, National Taiwan University, Taipei 10617, Taiwan

Since the discovery of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in 1991 by Iijima, carbon and other nanotubes have attracted
19

considerable interest worldwide because of their unusual properties and also great potentials for technological
applications. Apart from CNTs, inorganic tubukar materials, such as BN, AlN, GaN and SiC, have also been predicted
and synthesized [1,2]. Though CNTs continue to attract great interest, other inorganic nanotubes may offer different
opportunities that CNTs cannot provide. Therefore, we have carried out systematic computational studies of the optical
and nonlinear optical properties of SiC nanotubes within the density functional theory (DFT) with the local density
approximation (LDA) [3,4]. In the first part of this talk, we will present the results of these DFT-LDA calculations.
However, many-body interactions are known to play an important role in low-dimensional systems such as
nanotubes [5], due to reduced charge screening and hence enhanced electron-electron correlation. Therefore, in the
second part of this talk, we will present

recent ab initio quasiparticle and excitonic calculations of the electronic and

optical properties of both SiC sheet and nanotubes [6]. We find the signicant band-gap correction of up to 1eV to

the LDA of semiconducting SiC-NTs and SiC sheet, mainly due to the many-body screening effect which is
included in our GW approximation [7] for the valence electron self-energy. Furthermore, the excitons with a
large binding energy a strong anisotropy are present in our GW+BSE (Bethe-Salpeter equation) calculations
[8] of the low-dimensional SiC systems. The characters of these strongly bonded excitons in SiC-NTs is also
analyzed in terms of the obtained excitonic wavefunctions.
* Electronic address: gyguo@phys.ntu.edu.tw
[1] X. Blase, A. Rubio, S. G. Louie, and M. L. Cohen, Europhys. Lett. 28, 335 (1994)

[2] N. G. Chopra, R. J. Luyken, K. Cherrey, V. H. Crespi, M. L. Cohen, S. G. Louie, and A. Zettl, Science 28,
335 (1994)
[3] I. J. Wu and G. Y. Guo, Physical Review B 76, 035343 (2007)
[4] I. J. Wu and G. Y. Guo, Physical Review B 78, 035447 (2008)
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